
THE ROLE OF GENDER IN THE EDUCATION PROCESS

This essay analyzes the influence of stereotypes in schools and the education system on the development of gender
roles. It illustrates the.

Thorne B. The teachers may hand out lists of acceptable topics ranging, in a history class for example, from
fashion to transportation. As young widow and mother of five children, she refused to remarry and decided
that her call in life was to invest in her own children and their education. Teachers present curricular materials
that contain gender stereotypic behaviour, and peers exhibit gender stereotypic attitudes and behaviour. The
policy-makers have consistently been male and therefore it is not surprising that our society reflects those
biases which exist as a result of this male-domination. One study found sixty-five stories that openly belittled
girls two were found that belittled boys. That is the reason for the clear distinction between the biological sex
and the gender - socio-cultural meaning of the sex - outlined in various scientific literatures. Teachers and
peers are also sources of learning about gender. Also, the encouragement and punishment techniques for boys
and girls are differentiated at school. This paper will examine the inequalities in policy, actual teaching
situations, admission to post-secondary institutions, hiring, and job benefits and wages. One of the most
important socialization agents together with the family are the school and the peers. She learnt how to paint
with acrylics on canvas and made my mother, her daughter-in-law, one of the prettiest hand-sewn and painted
set of table runners and cloths that I have ever seen with my own eyes. Observational studies allow researchers
to examine gender differences, attitudes, and behaviours across a range of school types. When I think of the
opportunities and empowerment I gained out of my education, I think of the millions of girls around the world
who deserve a similar chance. Besides, I will try to provide the analyses of current situation in Georgia
regarding this matter. You may also like. Iegle-Crumb C, Humphries M. In such a way the female students are
not provided with the appropriate role models of successful women  In fact, sometimes grown women are
portrayed who rely on small boys often their young sons to help them out of difficulty. Do the Azeri girls need
education? Published December  Experimental studies allow for the identification of school-related causes of
gender differences. Implications for Parent, Services, and Policy Educational policy makers should resist the
creation of gender segregated educational contexts e. There are two reasons explaining the existing differences
in the educational system. The late s brought on the first real indication that feminist groups were concerned
with the education system in North America. On the one hand it forms the gendered educational patterns and
on the other hand these gendered educational patterns serve as one of the mechanisms for maintaining the
gender roles and statuses. The pseudoscience of single-sex schooling. For the reasons stated above, the
equation is clear: invest in the education of girls and women and the benefits will not be limited to them alone,
but will flow to everyone around them.


